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The writing of editorials can, it seems, roughly be divided into
three methods of approach: the first we have already perpetrated
flippant comment on nothing in particular; the second is slightly
less flippant comment on something in particular, and the third,
to which we hope we shall never have recourse, is the well-known
method of explaining the difficulties of the editors at great length
and, in the last paragraph, discovering with apparent surprise that
the page has miraculously been filled. Originality in editorials is
so rare that, like buying sweets at the Tuck Shop, it has almost
become a vice.

Probably, -as usual, The Master can provide a solution to the
problem: "There were two Irishmen, Pat and Mike, who were
walking down Broadway" is obviously a gambit worth using on
these occasions. We might have used the" Lord-Dawlish-groaned
a-silent-groan" construction, or even have opened with "The
editor at that point of day was generally feeling at his best. But
to-night was different from the other nights of his life." At the
present, however, it might be said that" the sun shone with unwonted
brilliance on the Bavarian Alps, but there was no corresponding
sunshine in the heart of Pelham Grenville Wodehouse." Sunt
lacrimae rerum.

"Is it weakness of intellect, Bertie?" I cried, glaring at
Editorial No. 3.

There was a massive silence for about a hundred years.

" I think I'll go for a stroll," I said.
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SCHOOL NOTES.

We welcome Mr. W. E. Beckett (c 1910-14) who for a short period is assisting on
the staff. '

This term we have suffered the loss of Mr. J. B. Bransbury, who is resuming his
Law studies: and Mr. C. J. R. Whittle, who has joined the Navy.

We congratulate J. A. D. Fox on winning an Open Scholarship to Trinity Hall,
Cambridge; D. P. L. Dry, on obtaining the Junior Hulme Scholarship, B.N.C., Oxford;
A. B. Buchanan, on an Exhibition to Magdalene College, Cambridge; and A. S.
Dandridge, on gaining a Choral Scholarship to Christ's College, Cambridge.

Staff-Captain G. G. Green has been mentioned in despatches.

J. Catt (a 1936-40) reached the semi-final in the Scottish Universities Boxing
Championship; and A. Cameron has been playing for the Edinburgh 2nd Hockey XI.

There have been no Inter-House Singing Competitions this term.

The following have preached this term in Chapel :-The Rev. F. Laight, the Rev.
W. J. Bens1y, the Rev. R. F. G. Newman, the Rev. T. W. Hea1e, C.F., the Rev. Canon
Lindsay Bartlett and the Rev. Canon W. H. Ferguson.
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The Lenten Services are again being taken by Father Algy Robertson, on Tuesdays,
at 6.30 p.m.

We apologise for a statement in the last issue of" The Shirburnian" to the effect
that Sherbcime House, Southwark, had closed down. Despite the difficulties caused
by the War it is remaining open. (See this issue).

Mr. V. C. Clinton-Baddeley (d 1913-18) has written a book entitled" Words for
Music," published by the Cambridge Univmity Press (7/6).

AIR TRAINING CORPS.

The appeal for recruits for the newly-formed Flight has met with a large response
both from the School and from Foster's School, whose co-operation in the scheme we
greatly welcome. Instruction and technical training have been under way since mid
term and will be expanded as quickly as facilities permit.

The Flight will be commanded by Mr. M. A. Ellison.

P.S.-It is not in the national interest to supply more detailed particulars at present.
M.A.E.

OBITUARY.

WALLER, GEORGE HENSON (f 191R-1924) died on December 20th, 1940, at his home
at Ampfield, after a short illness. He was head of Abbeylands in 1924 and for two years
in the XV. Quiet and reserved he had great depth of character, he gave himself whole
heartedly to the House of which he was an outstanding Head, and to his School. After
leaving Queen's College, Oxford, he qualified as a Solicitor and was already prominent
in his profession. At the time of his death he was a 2/Lieutenant in the Royal Army
Service Corps.

VALETE.
SCHOOL HOUSE.

G. S. GRAHAM-VI (Group II)-came 19353, School Prefect, Head of School House, 1st XV
(1940), 2nd XI (1940), C.S.M. in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor with Badge, Captain of Fives (1940),
Member of Duffers. To Corpus Christi, Oxford.

W. G. SHAw-VI (Group II)-came 19362, House Prefect, Sergeant in O.T.C., 2nd XV
(1940, 2nd XI (1940), P.T. Instructor with Badge, Member of Duffers and Eclectics. To Corpus
Christi, Oxford.

S.S. ELVERy-VI (Group II)-came 19363, House Prefect, 3rd XI (1940), 1st XV (1939-40),
Sergeant in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor, Member of Duffers.

H. L. STAMP-VI (A.C.)-came 19363, House Prefect, Tennis VI (1940), Sergeant in O.T.C.,
P.T. Instructor with Badge.

E. G. STOKES-VI (A.C.)-came 19363, House Prefect, Sergeant in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor.
P. J. CAssWELL-VI (A.C.)-came 19363, House Prefect, 1st XV (1940), Boxing Badge (1938),

Captain of Boxing (1940), Gym. Squad (1939-4.D), Treble (1939), Sergeant in O.T.C., Member
of Duffers and Eclectics. To R.E. (Special Entry).

J. M. W. BADcOCK-VI (A.C.)--came 19363, Sergeant in O.T.C.
P. G. D. SHALLow-VI (Group III)--came 19363, Sergeant in O.T.C., Higher Certificate

(1940).

J. A. FAwcETT-VI (Medica1)-came 19373.
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ABBEY HOUSE.

R. MAc C. P. WILLIAMS-IV F-eame 19371, 2nd XV(194O),P.T. Instructor, Ll!Ilce-Corporal
in O.T.C.

THE GREEN.

J~ B. CHEVALLIER-VI (Group ~Il)-eame 19363, House Prefect,~X Blazer (1940), Sergeant
in O.T.C., Member of Duffers, Eclectics l!Ild Les ~auyes, Kitchener Scholarship (2nd in Engineer
ing Branch, Navy Special Entry).

H. N. HEMSLEY-VI (Group Iq)-eame 19363, House Prefect, XXX Blazer (1940), Sergeant
in O.T.C. To St. Catherine's College, Cambridge.

P. F. C. PEARN-VI (Group Il H. & E)-came 19371, 2nd XV (1940), 2nd XI (1940),
Corporal in O.T.C. To R.A.F.

HARPER HOUSE.

R. E. HODGKINSON-V (Group Il)-came 19381•

ABBEYLANDS.

D. H. BRETHERTON-VI (Group I)-:-<:ame 19363, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with Badge,
Sergeant in O.T.C., M~mber of Duffers and Eclectics.

LYON HOUSE.

K. G. W. WILSON-VI (A.C.)-came 19363, School Prefect, Head of Lyon House, 1st XV
(1939-40), Trebles (1939-40), C.S.M. in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor with Badge, Member of Duffers.

A. HAMERsLEY-VI (A.C.)-came 19363, House Prefect, 2nd XV (1940), P.T. Instructor with
Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C.~ 1st Class Gym.

J. M. WARD-VI (Group III Medical~~ ~9363, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with
Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers. To Edinburgh University.

J. L. T. EVANS-IV F-came 19363, House Prefect, 1st XI (1940) XXX Blazer (1940), Trebles
(1939-40), P.T. Instructor, Sergeant in O.T.C.

A. B. BUCHANAN-VI (Group Il)-eame 19363, Member of Polyglots and Duffers. Exhibition
to Magdalene College, Cambridge.

WESTCOTT HOUSE.

A. W. MYERS-VI (Group Il)-eame 19353, House Prefect, Colts' Cricket Cap, Tennis VI
(1939-40), Captain (1940), Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers and Polyglots. To Queen's
College, Oxford.

K. W. C. TUCKER-VI (Group IV)-came 19362, House Prefect, Colts' Cricket Cap, P.T.
Instructor with Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C. To H.M. Forces.

K. M. J. NORRIs-yI (Group IIl)-came 19363, House Prefect, XXX Blazer (1940), Corporal
in O:t.C. R.E. (Special Entry). .

T. C. H. RAPER-VI (Group Il, Hist.n~~\~3~3~ {::?wora~in Q..l.'.,C,~ Me;n,bCf of Duffers.
To Keb1e College, Oxford.

H. M. MOGER-VI (Group Il, Hist.)-eame 19373, Corporal in O.T.C

P. H. KEMBLE-IV E-eame 19363, Lance-<mporal in O.T.C.
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SHERBORNE HOUSE, SOUTHWARK.
"MORE OPEN THAN USUAL."

When a small tradesman in South-East London, after a bit of tidying, nailed on
the ruins of his shop-front the notice: "Open as usual/, it is told how the shop-keeper
next door, his home a worse wreck, Wrote iii stili largerletteis: 11 Mote Operi thlitt Usual."
It is the latter notice that is true of SherborneHouse; to quote from a letter, which
we sent in October to over 200 boy members of the Club and Cadet Corps:-

"Your Club has been open every single night from Monday to Friday, as
usual, and we will keep it open for you as long as the building stlinds.

" In addition, we shall open the Club every Saturday and Sunday afternoon
from three to s~; YoU Can COIlle then and do a bit of dtill, bdx or play games,
have a cup of tea, do whatever you like.

"We want to see you and keep together; we want to know you and your
families are all right."

Of the successful results you may read in our Annual Report, which we publish
every Spring; if you not ordinarily receive one, always write and ask for it.

Both miniature range and drill hall are open to and freely used by two units of the
Home Guard.

Colonel Bennett, our Warden; I wish you could see him ; turned seventy-five,
setting out from the Club, tired and alone, on an hour's journey home in black-out and
under bombardment. An example to inSpire some young shirbufuiiiri to want to carry
on his work. Our resident Sergt.-Major and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. George Airs :
many, we know, and they know are working seven days a week, and it is in just that
spirit that they both gave their week-ends littd all hope of test. That is loyalty.

Rest assured that through Sherborne House, as in peace so in war, you are sharing
your privileges and advantages with those wbd have riot so full a measure of either.

THE HON. SECRETARY,

Sherbome House,

31, Union Street, Southwark,

London, S.E.I. ,

Tel.: Hop 2264,
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ROLL OF HONOUR

KILLED ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

SECOND LIEUTENANT JOHN ATHELSTAN ELLIOTT, RA. (f 1925-28). (November, 1940).

2ND LIEUT. R H. STERN, RA. (February, 1941) (d 1920-24).

DIED ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

SECOND LIEUTENANT GEORGE HENSON WALLER, RA.S.C. (f 1918-24). (December, 1940).

SECOND LIEUTENANT GUY ROGER EDMOND FOLLETT, Dorsets (d 1927-31). (February,
1941).

PREVIOUSLY REpORTED MISSING AND NOW PRESUMED KILLED.

FLIGHT LIEUTENANT MICHAEL STEPHEN DONNE, RA.F. (c 1931-35). (November, 1940).

MISSING.

WING COMMANDER KENNETH FRANCIS FERGUSON, R.A.F. (g 1925-29). (December,
1940).

PRISONERS OF WAR.

MAJOR WILLIAM WOOKEY NORTHAM DAVIES, 13th Hussars (a 1913-15). (December,
1940).

WOUNDED.

PILOT OFFICER WILLIAM RAnCLIFFE AsSHETON, RAF. (a 1931-36). (September, 1940).

MISSING, PRESUMED LOST AT SEA.

LEADING AIRMAN P. M. STEVENSON, Fleet Air Arm (b 1933-38).

NEW YEAR HONOURS.

KNIGHT BATCHELOR.

R. F. W. HOLME, President of the Law Society (a 1878-82).

C.B.E.

GROUP CAPTAIN A. C. COLLIER, RA.F. (b 1909-14).

M.B.E.

CAPTAIN R. T. BETTS, RE. (c 1919-22).

CAPTAIN GEOFFREY STUART THOMPSON, RA. (a 1920-22).
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GEORGE MEDAL.

CAPTAIN G. L. GALLOWAY, RE. (December 18th, 1940) U1922-27).

MENTIONED IN DESPATCHES.

STAFF-CAPTAIN GEOFFREY GILBERT GREEN, " A " Staff.

LIEUT. J. M. W. KNOTT, Royal Tank Regiment (/1933";37).

CAPTAIN ROBERT LANYON PENNO, West Yorks Regt. (c 1927-31).

CAPTAIN J. H. BOWMAN, Coldstrearn Guards (2nd time) (b 1927-32).

PROMOTION.

HENRY RUTHVEN MOORE (a 1899-1901). Promoted Vice-Admiral in H.M. Fleet.
January, 1941.

D.S.O.
SKIPWITH EDWARD TAYLER (a 1912-15)•.

LmUT. N. J. M. TEACHER, RN. (H.M.A.S. "Stuart). Times, January 15th, 1941.
. (a 1927-31).

D.F.C.

FLIGHT LIEUT. D. G. OGILVIE, R.A.F. (c 1930-32).

CULLEN, RICHARD NIGEL (d 1931-34). (February). Flight-Lieut. Cullen was pilot of
one of a formation of aircraft which attacked a large force of enemy bombers
escorted by at least 30 fighters. Displaying remarkable skill, Flight-Lieut.
Cullen shot down five of the enemy's aircraft in the ensuing action. He has now
destroyed 11 enemy aircraft and has consistently shown great resource and
courage.

BIRTH.

BAKER. On January 20th, 1941, at the Imperial Nursing Home, Cheltenham, to
Maie (nee Fabian), wife ofDR. A. HENRy L. BAKER (b 1921-26) (ofTwickenham)-a SOD.

MARRIAGE.

PICION-PRICE. On February 28th, 1941, at Christ Church, Lancaster Gate, W.,
by the Rev. R W. de la Poer Beresford-Peirse, Preb. of St. Paul's Cathedral, BENJAMIN
ANTHONY GRETTON PICTON (a 1928-33), only son of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. F. Pieton, of
Sherbome, Dorset, to MAUREEN DOROTIlY CECIL GORDON, only daughter of Owen
Gardon Price, O.B.E., J.P., formerly of Freetown, Sierra Leone, now of Durban, Natal.

OBITUARY.

April, 1940. HUNTER, PERCY DOUGLAS (Wit. 1887-92).
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WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO :-

The boy who woke up fast asleep.

The master who once thought that if he said "Peradventure" the darkness would cover him.

The boy who said that the September Massacres were in July.

The P.T. instructor who said: "Arms sideways jump with a stretch. move. "

The looth air-raid warning.

The prefect who doesn't speak legibly.

The boy who, when asked if he wanted a surpliced choir, replied that one choir was enough.

- The Squat Pillar, ifanyone but its author knows what it is.

The boy who thought that the regulation army water-bottle was issued to the private
soldier for the purpose of keeping his bed warm at night.

We take off our hats to the postcard which left Taunton on July 26th, 1940, and arrived
at Sherbome on January 28th, 1941.
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BOOK REVIEW.

"THE GEORGICS OF VIRGIL," by C. Day Lewis (d 1917-23).

Virgil's Georgics have lost very little of their charm to-day; indeed the bustle of
modem conditions has added rather than detracted from it, but that does not imply
that Mr. Day Lewis is entitled to bring out another translation.

His work is accurate, and throughout it he manages to be light without being' racy,'
and nearly always he is able to steer between' the twin vulgarities oftlashy colloquialism
and perfunctory grandiloquence,' the task which he tells us in the introduction that
he has set himself to do, although occasionally something seems to go wrong, as in the
line ' In mare purpureum violentior effluit amnis,' which he translates 'Rushes with
more momentum to the pansy-purple sea,' and again four lines later, when' mantelia
tonsis villis ' becomes' nappy towels.'

But such misfortunes are not frequent, and the metre, on the whole satisfactorily
with the material, and throughout has a vitality and flexibility which the English Hexa
meter rarely can sustain. There is, too, a charming appositeness ip some of the lines.
(G. IV 33-35).

Often, too, if reports are true, they dig deep shelters
Underground and keep house there, or out of the way are found
In a sandstone hollow or the heart ofa rotten tree.

Ifit is necessary to translate the Georgics at all, Mr. Day Lewis has not done badly,
but any translation is bound to lose much of the grace of the most delicate work of a
great poet.

On Sunday, February 16th, Miss Jeanette Pearson gave a Piano Recital.

The programme was in three parts. The first consisted ofthree sonatas by Scar/atti
and the last movement ofBach's Italian Concerto; the latter was played with confidence
and decision, while the quick-moving Scarlatti· lacked precision, but had balanced
phrasing and lightness of touch.

The next part of the programme consisted offour pieces by Debussy. Miss Pearson
showed a mastery in the art of programme music, and her interpretation of these pieces
in the whole-tone scale provided coherence to what may so easily be like an orchestra
tuning-up. "La Cathedrale Englobtie," with its muffled peal of bells and hollow
echoing organ notes suggested depth, and "Vile joyeuse " with angular syncopations
and suggested use of discord are master-pieces of programme music, and Were executed
with confidence and imagination. The other two pic::ces were crude as programme
music. Miss Pearson's technique stood up to the display of" fire-works" and boisterous

" Generale Ravin eccentrique."
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The next part of the programme began with two pieces by Schumann-" Grillen "
and" Warum." Miss Pearson played these with lightness of touch and clearness of
phrasing. Chopin's C Minor nocturne and two Studies ended this recital with another
example of Miss Pearson's'versatility of technique and feeling.

JAMES RHOADES.

LENT TERM, 1941.

Secretaries-Po M. FOSTER and I. R. A. LEAKEY.

Readings:

January 25th T. S. ELIOT, "Murder in the Cathedral."

(The parts of "Becket" and the" First Priest" were read by Mr.
Thompson and Mr. Bensly).

February 8th and 15th cc Twelfth Night."

March 1st :.............................. GALWORTHY, cc Escape."

cc King Lear" is to be read at the last two meetings ofthe term. E.C.M.

THE DUFFERS.

There have so far been three meetings this term. At the first M. W. McCrumread
a paper on cc Charles Dickens," and at the second M. B. Hamilton read on " J. M.
Barrie"; at the third we heard F. J. H. Rogers on " John Galsworthy." All three papers
were good, although none of them were outstanding.

We have still to hear R. A. Bethell on " John Keats."

THE ECLECTICS.

The Eclectics have so far held two meetings this term; the first a discussion and
the second a debate. The discussion, intended to be on "Censorship." was irrelevant,
but very entertaining. The debate that " This House favours the abolition of the House
of Lords," was lost by two votes to eight. A third meeting has been arranged.

THE DICKENS SOCIETY.

This Society, which was formed for those members of the School who wished to
know more of Dickens and his books, has had a very successful opening term. The
three papers which have been read so far have been interesting, and the two latter, one
on "Oliver Twist" and the other on "David Copperfield," refreshed the minds of
those who had read the books and revealed a pleasant store of amusement to those who
had not. We have yet to hear a paper on cc A Tale of Two Cities"; and we hope that
W. A. Forrest, Esq., will read a paper on "Dickens and the Law."

M.McC.
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THE WILDMAN SOCIETY.
At the time of writing, the Scciety has only had three meetings, two of which were

held on Sunday afternoons. The third debate was held on a Saturday evening, and
was the most successful of the three. The sucject was: "This House believes that the
literature of a country expresses the standard of its civilisation." We have still two
more debates. The motions are: "This House supports Federal Union," and" This
House advocates· the abolition of capital punishment." M.McC., Hon. Sec.

LES POLYGLOTTES.
Under great difficulties since the beginning of the war, the Society has been trying

to carry on as usual with encouraging success. The play reading oflate has been centred
round the Classical periods of French and German literature. The following plays have
been read: Comeille's "Le Menteur"; Kabale und Liebe and Wilhelm Tell of
Schiller. But the Society has not been restricted to these periods, and has read: Hemani
by Victor Hugo, Die Joumalisten by Freytag, and On ne badine pas avec l'amour by
Alfred de Musset. Mter the latter there was a lively discussion among the members.
It is hoped that the Society will extend its scope to Spanish literature in the near future.

LES FAUVES.
So far this term we have had one of the two meetings arranged, and we are also in

the process of hanging the second ofour exhibitions in the Art School. The first meeting
was held on February 8th, when D. P. L. Dry read a short paper on "The Impression
ists," which was followed by a discussion that paid tribute to the excellence of the paper,
The Secretary hopes to be able to read a paper on "Picasso" at the next meeting.

There has been an exhibition of reproductions of works by the Impressionists
and Post-Impressionists in the Art School during the last month, which, unfortunately,
was poorly attended. Whether the School regards all art as beneath its notice or whether
it has no taste for anything but original works is not for me to enquire in this notice,
but I sincerely hope that more people will come to take a look at the second Exhibition
which is to consist of original works by members of the Society and their friends, even
if more than half come out of mere curiosity.

I would like to thank Mr. Leonard Davies for allowing members to make free use
of the Art School and also for lending us the Modelling room for our exhibitions. I
would also like to thank those members of the Staff and members of the Society who
have lent some of their pictures for the second exhibition; I can only hope that the
trouble they have taken to make this Society a success will not be rewarded by complete
apathy on the part of the School. J.P.J-S.

LES FAUVES EXHIBITION.
It says much for the courage ofles fauves that they have already held an exhibition,

and anything which is done to stimulate an interest in art, even if that interest is largely
curiosity, is in itself praiseworthy; if one were to disapprove of the exhibition of les
fauves it. would be rather a criticism of the pictures themselves than a condemnation
of the ambitions of the Society.
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Your correspondent, when he went, was a little SUIprised to see anyone present at
all, after the coldreceptiOIi which had been given to the previous exhibition. From the
stan it was obvious that some of the pictures were pleasant to the eye without being
particularly outstanding as compositions, and that others were striking but not so
inoffensive.

The two watercolours by Mrs. Gervis were both attractively and ·skilfully executed,
and those of Mr. M. D. Thomas, though not his most successful, were pleasant treat
ments offamiliar subjects. Mr. Leonard Davies exhibited a very charming water-colour
of Salisbury Cathedral, probably the most pleasing composition in the show, and of
Mr. Gervis' two oil paintings;both rather similar in colour, the" Dark Wood" was more
generally appreciated.

Of the work of members of the School it is not easy to write: A. H. Maxwell
managed to make a dull subject interesting and an ugly sight ~eautifu1, and R. D. D.
Thomas had evidently enjoyed himselfin three fanciful water-colours ofancient warriors.
Janson Smith's most successful picture was his most recent" L'homme qui vient," a
portrait in which the position ofthe head was very like that ofChrist in da Vinci's " Last
Supper,"butthere the comparison ended: the simplicity of the painting andthe strength.
of the lines were impressive. J. A. D. Fox seemed to have enjoyed himself, but left me
wondering what he was up to.

Such attempts as that ofles fauves deserve suppon and encouragement, and I hope
that they will be more frequent, and that more and better pictures may soon be seen.
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To the Editor of" The Shirburnian."

SIR,
It gave me quite a thrill to ,see my modest lines in your last issue, but I was inunediately

assailed by bitter criticism. This is, of course, most repugnant to me, since it brings amost
unwelcome publicity, but, nevertheless, it does give me another chance of addressing you and
your vast and enthusiastic Public.

Herein lies a difficulty, for, as my signature proclaims, I am ill-fitted to face criticism, coming
as it did from intellectuals to whose heights I had never aspired. But immediately I realised
this, I was vouchsafed my one great idea; I, sir, shall be Modem and entirely IncOnsequent. I
shall tell a story which will have nothing to dowith the case.

Of course, it is not my own story. It is a translation of a Fable from the Ish, of a similar
nature to those appearing in one of our best contemporary literary periodicals. I regret, though,
that I cannot rise to the greatest heights of so sublime a language, having to content myself and you
with a mere anecdote of the perverse and sterile" M' Sir Fellah " dynasty.

"The Hostelry, the Youth, and the Philosopher."

There was once a hostelry, well known for its excellent beverages, at which a club had been
formed. This club had two teams, one whose members indulged in the new sport of throwing
miniature javelins at a curoiusly rounded target, and another, which was much skilled at chess.
Moreover, it so happened that the javelin throwers were the recipients of many honours from the
clientele of the hostelry, whilst those who played chess sat neglected in their cor~er.

One day a youth entered the abode of such merriment and, after a while, found himselftalking
to a sage who was the occupier of a secluded table.

" Is it not strange," said the wise one, "that so much attention should be lavished on those
who throw the javelin, while they who push the piece so skilfully should find themselves neglected?
Do you not think that it would be better if we were to honour all those who serve our cause? "

"But," replied the youth indignantly, " it would be foolish to honour those who only play
chess."

"Yet" answered the philosopher, "we honour those who only throw the javelin."

At this the youth was wrath and cried out: "Oh! you foolish old man, why do you thus
secretly poison my mind, why do you not openly announce your folly and allow skilful arguments
to convince you of your mistake? "

" Well," admitted the sage, "I have noticed that the throwing of the javelin develops the
muscles of the arm, whilst requiring little exercise of the cells of the brain, and I doubt if my
persuasion would be peaceful."

At that the young man rose angrily and left the source of so much wicked folly.

There, sir, is my story and, as I promised you, it has no bearing whatsoever on the matter
under consideration.

Yours, etc.,

INCOMPETENT.
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To the Editors of cc The Shirburnian."

DEAR SIRS,

We heartily deplore the predominant element of jazz at present rampant in the School. Having
an idle minute to pass, we turned to our copy of cc The Oxford Dictionary." Under the word
"jazz" we found the following definitions, which we hope will serve as a condemnation in itself.

cc Jazz :-Syncopated music, and dance, of U.S. negro origin. Noisy or absurd pro
ceedings. (adj.) Discordant, loud in colour, etc., rude, burlesque."

In order to counteract to· a certain extent the demoralizing effect of this prevalence upon
those few who can, and do, appreciate the merits of classical music, as opposed to that horrid
cacophony of syncopated discord, which passes for music among so many of us, would it not be
feasible to hold, weekly, a gramophone concert of good music, where that unfortunate minority
may seek solace and refuge from these cc Blasts of Discord," which penetrate even the thickest
study wall?

We suggest that a nominal weekly fee be levied, and that the concerts should be held on Sunday
afternoons, or some equally convenient time. Further details could be decided later by a
Committee.

Yours hopefully,

C. S. WIU.IAMS.
B. G. WELDON.

DEAR Srn,
May I take .this opportinity of thanking all those Masters who have so kindly helped with the

running of School Football this winter, especially those few who have borne the brunt of the
refereeing of both School and House matches. Also a word of thanks is due to the ground staff.
Few people can realise the difficulties caused by soldiers bathing, bombs, and digging, and snow,
which Freeman and his staff have so nobly surmounted.

D. P. T. DESHoN,

(Captain of Football).

TQ the Editor of cc 'J;'he SbirburniatJ."

DEAR Srn,
It's partly my fault. I wrote a poem; it scanned and it meant a little, so I sent it to cc The

Shirburnian."
I read it when it was printed-it didn't scan, it didn't all make sense; worse, it wasn't even

incoherent enough to be Surrealist. I went pale, I counted ten (10) printer's errors. I counted
again-Ten!

o Cruel Compositor I Oh I Pragmatic printer 1 Didn't you like my poem? Diet you have
to add a number of your oWn words, take away· a number I first thought of? Ot' to change
cc Instinctive" to cc Instructive"? Perhaps it prints better? Perhaps some letters were missmg
as in my toy printing.set ?-anyway, there's just one thing I beg of you. Next time you operate
on a poem, you might go the whole hog and make it Post-Abstractionist.

Yours very bitterly,

VlETOR.
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To the Editor of" The Shirburnian."

DEAR SIR,

I should like to congratulate you upon the remarkable and unusual freedom from the last C<'py
of the" Shirbumian " from the toll of printers' errors with which your paper is usually decorated.
These mistakes are by no means always a source of amusement--often they are most annoying,
and are in any case evidence of shipshod proof-reading.

In the last issue, however, I could find no evidence of a printers' error in any of the parts of
the" Shirburnian" that I read-not in the Editorial, the correspondence or in the Literary seetion.
Admittedly, I have had the feat of School House" B" Juniors XV pointed out to me-the team
which beat itself 6-3 after extra time-and also the presence of a certain M. Surcliffe, who played
lor the 1st XV against an Army XV on November 5th. But I must congratulate you upon the
freedom of the more important parts of the " Shirburnian " from any disfigurement-there was
not even evidence of that pernicious habit, affected by many other editors, not least of your immed
iate predecessors, of altering the verses of contributors, without notice and with a callous and
philistine disregard for rhythm, rhyme or reason.

I remain, Sir,
Your very obedient humble servant,

TOOTHCOMB.

DEAR Srn,
There have been several letters in the past written in a plea for more music, and I should like

to add one more to these. We are one of the few public schools that does not possess an orchestra
of its own, and the Musical Society, whose interest is solely in choral music does not atone for
this lack. A few terms ago the Director of Music gave short organ recitals after evening Chapel,
which were greatly appreciated. Would it not be possible for these to be started again?

Yours, etc.,
G. CHANDLER.

DEAR Srn,
Might I make a suggestion concerning the constitution of a platoon in the senior three

companies in the Corps? I should like to point out that no platoon at present constituted ever
surpasses the standard of its most junior members and, therefore, never gets beyond the stage of
training for Certificate A. Would it be possible to change the present system of House Platoons
and have special platoons for those who have passed Certificate A, those who are taking it and those
who have not reached Certificate A standard? The post Certificate A platoons might do some
invaluable special training, such as in artillery, ordinance or anti-aircraft, in rotation, one officer
instructor taking different platoons each term. This would both alleviate the tediousness and
promote the interest of those cadets who at the moment have been doing the same work for four
years or more, and who consider O.T.C. work after Certificate A as a waste of time.

Yours, etc.,
OLD STAGER.

DEAR Srn,
May I put a few more suggestions for the economy campaign this School is running. One

is that the book-pound or some school authority be made responsible for applying for second-hand
books from Foyles, Heffers and other firms, books which are normally bought new, quite unneces
sarily. This applies especially to the expensive text-books necessary for most of the groups.

Another idea is the formation of a clothes-pound similar to the book-pound, on at least a
House, or perhaps a School basis. This idea has the added advantage of being easily run on a
profit. Leavers have little use for stripes and whites, sometimes not for blazers and all the para-
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. phernalia necessary for games, including bats and hockey-sticks. Even shirts, collars and socks
might be added to the list. I quite fail to see any objections to the scheme, apart from those of
shop-keepers, but their stocks are now low.

I hope that these ideas will bear fruit, but one thing more, they should be well advertised to
parents and boys so that no unnecessary purchases are made.

Yours, etc.,

A. H. MPS.

Correspondents ask :-

that classical translations in the School Library should not be perpetually locked up, as though
they were merely means of cheating masters of a due amount of work.

that " Abide with me" should be sung to the familiar tune; and that the" Te Deum" should
be sung in English or not at all.

that there should be an Archaeological Society.

_that sporadic gravel sprinkling in the Courts should give place to a proper effort at a drainage
system.

that Athletics should be organized during the Summer term as an alternative to Cricket as a'
means of improving general fitness and physique.

The Editors are not responsible for the opinions of their correspondents, and have refrained
from 'comment on the letters sent to them.

The Editors would like to point out that a great deal of trouble is caused by careless and
illegible writing on the pan of contributors. The Editors allow them as much time as is possible
for the completion of their articles; they have a great quantity of material to read through and are
obliged to discard many promising articles through this illegibility. On this account neither the
printers nor the Editors can regard themselves responsible for many errors that occur, notably
,in the Literary Section.



LITERARY
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THE TWO KNOCKS AT THE DOOR.

Miss Murchisson was sixty-five and a spinster. She lived in a cottage outside the
village called Hollyhocks, had a perpetual fear of robbers, and locked up most carefully
each night at black-out time, lllthough her pf'rson was in no danger and there was
nothing else of value in the house. She had a daily hindrance called Marianne by her
parents, and Mary by Miss Murchisson, who had very strict ideas on what servants
should be called. Every Tuesday she went to tea with Miss James-who lived at the
othf'r end of the village-and told her all the scandal she knew, and every Friday MiSS
James came to tea with her, and so there wasn't much that either of them missed.

On this particular evening Miss Murchisson locked up at 7 o'clock and sat down
in her chair by the fireside with her evening meal-cocoa and a lightly bolied egg, cooked
on the hob by her Side. She was knitting a balaclava helmet for a soldier, but had
unpicked it so many times that by the time it was finished-if she didn't at last turn 
it into some mysterious garment for herself-it would only fit an dephant or be warm
enough for a Zulu. Suddenly the door-bell rang. .

" Let me in," cried a voice, and it began to kick the door violently. Miss Murcbisson
ran out into the darkened hall and regarded the door much as a mouse a particularly
alarming cat. Then, rather to sa\'e the door than herself, she opened it. A man ran in
and closed the door. She fumbled for the light and turned it on. He was dressed in
an old sports coat and stained flannel bags. cc He looks like an undergraduate or an
artist "-Miss Murchisson pursed her lips disapprovingly. She considered there was
something vaguely immoral in looking at the human· body when it l:-elonged to a
member of the opposite sex. The member of the opposite sex spoke.

cc Look here," he said urgently, cc I am a keeper at the asylum five miles away.
A convict escaped this morning: we set out to catch him but I got separated from my
companions. He overpowered mf' and took my papers, coat and hat. He has my gun
and is dangerous. Will you shelter me all night ifnecessary? "

Miss Murchisson made a mental note to take the poker to bed with her. But
humanity demanded; she said:

"Would you like me to scramble you an egg?" "That," replied the stranger,
"would be heaven. But first tell me your namf'."

" Miss Murchisson-Agatha Murchisson."

" Murchisson is Victorian and Agatha reminds me ot a maiden aunt: have you no
other name?" "Yes "-faintly-CC E~beth'"
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cc WeIi.:rshall call you Elizabeth, and you will call me John!'

'I John What?" "Just JOlul-or J.I., but now \iIllike the lliunortal Meldon I
would like a wash."

So Miss Murchisson, trembling and astounded, showed him where he could wash
hiS hands and afterwards he came out into tIie kitchen and performed the synonymous
operation with soap and water.

T~e door bell rang. "It's he," he cried, "don't let him in for heaven's sake."
More knocking, then a voice-" It's Constable Biggs, ma'am. Let us in, please." .

" I expect they've caught him," Miss Murchisson skipped to the door ofher cottage;
complete with all modem discomforts, chief among which being the front door which
was several sizes too small.

She opened it. Biggs and two dark-clothed men stood there.

" Sorry to trouble you at this time of night, ma'am," he said, "but a dangerous
lunatic entered your house about twenty minutes·ago."

" But-no-he is a keeper-he told me so-"

"Yes, he always says that, Ma'am," one of the two men cut her short, and leaving
her still stuttering, they went and fetched the stranger.

" You had better bring her along, too "-he cocked his thumb at herj "she's in
love with me."

" Don't take any notice ofhim, Ma'am," Said the firstman, "we know it ain't true!'

But the tragedy of it was-Miss Murchisson had. D.K.F.

A DIARY.

At the beginning of last year I was presented with a diary. It was a handsome
affair having a bright scarlet cover with gilt letters, telling to all those who cared to look
that it was a DIARY, and that for future reference when ordering it was No. 88.

At first I thought that this iatter piece of information meant that my diary was a
very special kind; in fact, a sort of robot. All that appeared to be necessary, when I
wanted the diary, was to say" No. 88," and the thing flew, walked, or slid to me.
Nothing seemed easier. So I decided to try it out immediately. 1 started in a normal
voice saying: No. 88. I shouted, each time becoming louder and louder. Once I
thought it had actually worked. It had been on a table and after this particular shout
it disappeared. I found it later on the floor, several yards farther away from me than
before. It seemed to be suffering severely from blast.

I. then took pity on the diary and whispered little words of encouragement to it.
Soothingly I asked if it had ever heard of a number like eighty-eight, and gave it a little
coa$g push. Of course, nothing happened and when I had complained as to the
rottenness of such diaries somebody explained what I had, up to now, misinterpreted.
1 still am very annoyed with the managers of diary companies for being so ambiguous.
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Mter this complaint I have nothing more to say against my diary., It is, most
naturally, full of the finest prose imaginable. I say, without a blush, that I am the Pepys
of this century. This diary in years to come will be a national treasure. It will be
published in book form in every tongue and the whole world will read it. It will be
exhibited in its special temple and millions shall flock to touch its pages.' When, through
old age alone, it has become mere ashes,· still more people will stagger to its shrine and
with their dying breath utter: "Well, I never! "

I have chosen a small passage from my wonderful diary to reproduce here~ This·
particular passage is outstanding.in its merit of describing what did (or did not) happen.
It also has a great educational value which is so clearly summed up at the end.

" Fri., March 29th. To-day we broke up. Three cheers. Hip-hip-hurrah (repeat
twice more for full effect). Went to Bucklesworth by train. Arrived sometime in the
morning. Hired station taxi. Decent station hotel.

. "Time now 7.15 p.m. Position of taxi: same as it was in the morning. Future
address until it decides or is made to move. The Bucklesworth Station Hotel. Have
suggested a stick of dynamite to remove it (the car, not the hotel). It's so pleasant (the
hotel, not the car). Driver of taxi wisely points out that if we did dynamite it, the car,
it would, or its parts would, only stick somewhere else. Clever fellow that taxi driver.

" March 30th. Arrived home 11 p.Jll. Taxi first showed signs of life just after
closing time to-night (10.30 p.m. in these parts). Taxi driver a great mechanic, also
rather thirsty. Accounts: remember 10/- given to charities. Luggage not arrived yet.
However, it will in time.

" March 31st. No luggage.

" April 1st. No luggage yet.

" April 2nd. No luggage.

" April 3rd. No luggage yet.

" April 4th. No luggage."

I will not continue to relate day by day the exciting drama with which my life is
entwined. But I.will skip a fortnight or so and continue from there. I hope the thread
of the story will not be lost in so doing. .

" April 29th. No luggage.

" April 30th. No luggage yet.

" May 1st. Luggage just arrived. Unpacked clothes, etc.

" May 2nd. Packed clothes, etc.

" May 3rd. Returned to school. *Please note for future reference that luggage
will arrive at their destinations sooner if labelled. **Please also note that the above
does not'matter very much as luggage is bound to arrive sometime."

B.J.S.
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ON CRUISING IN STORMY WEATHER.

The whole subject of sea-sickness is of such poignancy that, if I had not experienced
its awful pangs myself while reclining in a rowing boat on a reasonably calm sea in
perfect weather, I should hesitate to touch on it now. Being a very keen fisherman I
spend some time in an open boat in all weathers trying to induce the fish to sample the
tasty morsel I so carefully threaded on tomy hook. But to-day, as a steady East wind
was blowing I gave up the idea of trying to catch fish, and rowed myself across the bay
in which a slight oily swell was running. It was strange that only yesterday my friend
and I were battling our way across that same bay in the teeth of a strong North-easterly
gale and we both weathered it like veteran sailors. But to-day, to my surPrise and
horror, I realised that something had" gone wrong inside." My mouth went dry, my
stomach cried out, and then-five minutes later I was alright again.

Doctors say that the mechanism of the ear is the cause of the convulsions of the
stomach. Well, if so, there must be something radically wrong with my ears. That day
the liquid in my semi-circular canals was magnificently parallel to the surface of the bay.

The best way of preserving your dignity on such occasions is to refrain from public
exhibition. A swift, inglorious exit is itself hardly less undignified that the actual climax.
Once you have made it you cannot escape the searching cross-examination when you
finally emerge from your cabin and seek the society of those you abandoned.

Therefore you avoid being sick.

Some people pay homage to the sea every time they embark upon it. Nelson was
thus afflicted. But Nelson specialised in waiting, like our own unfortunates who huddle
together in deck chairs on the cross-channel packet and match their complexion to the
waves.

The sailor, too, is not unmindful of his great heritage. From time to time he, too,
will make obeisance to the sea. So strong, indeed, is the Nelsonic tradition, that even
stewards have been known to heave more than the regulation sigh.

If you have something to do you will find you will feel grand and fit to jeer at the
masses who forget to take their Mothersill's. Firstly then, you must find something
to do. Once the ship has begun her maddening dance and the undertow of your own
apprehensions has set in, this question is not easily answered. Deck games are out of
the question, and you must for the moment find your own distraction.

You wander into the lounge only to judge it worse than on deck. Up there you
could at least make out what was moving, and what was not. But down here everything
seems queerly alive. Without in any way altering itself it gives you the impression that
you are drunk-both you and the steward who strolls by absurdly inclined at fifteen
degrees to the doorpost which is normally a symbol of rectitude. You collapse into a
chair only to find that it is trying to tip you out, although all its four leags are four
square Dn the carpet. Then quite suddenly the horizon which had been your one fixed
point on deck rushes upwards in the circle of the port and disappears heavenwards,
leaving awall ofevil-looking olive-green water; then once more it whistles down drawing
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after it a curtain of grey cloud. .Out ofthe comet ofyour eye you notice that the steward
is now inclined fifteen degrees the other way and then you decide rather thankfully
that it is better to die in company.

The expert, experienced victim always makes a point of seeking the leeward side,
arguing that it is bad enough to cast forth the contents of the stomach without having
to wipe them off the waistcoat afterwards. Incidentally it is as well to remove any false
teeth first as they will not necessarily return to your bosom.

It is best then to wear a tight abdominal belt as sailors do. Apart from the moral
support it gives it keeps the viscera under control, for they, although securely tethered,
are mighty elastic and, believe me, your hemi-spherica1 belly governs your dignity far
more than any of the numerous canals which form your digestive system.

Remember, too, ·that on these occasions, the sea itself is the best· cure for these
afllictions. Exult then, but do not eject. Square yourself to the blast and fortify yourself
with lungfuls of wet sea air, repeating as you inhale through the left nostril, " Sea
sickness? What malady is that?" And as you breathe out through the right: "Sea
sickness? I am ... "

But if you should be in doubt the steward will always know what to do.
G.B.R.

HATRED.

The strong despise the cunning weak man's craft,
Until he beats them, then they hate. The weak
Men with ambition hate the strong and seek
A way to fool them. Clever men who laughed
At others' struggles, and the wits who chaffed
The stupid-they have stirred up hate. The sleek,
The smooth-tongued men are hated-those who speak
So subdely-each word a poisoned shaft.

So easily hate surges in man's heart.
Moustached old women leave their hate behind
In rooms they lived in, scolding and apart
Young lovers hate when their first quarrels start
And some there are who hate all humankind •••
But our mass hate's the product of man's art.

SURREALISM.

Faint flashes from a distant universe
Thrown on to canvas or across the page,
Vast, shapeless visions-fitful, dimly-lit-
Germs of creation; half-blind, unformed things;
Hatched in the burning fevered consciousness
Of a dream-fired soul, and then flung out askew
Across a staring world. Visions of space
Magical, irrational; drops stolen

. From the ocean of eternity, and mixed
With the wild conceptions of an untlimed mind.

P.D.

I.M.S.P.
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BIRD LIFE IN SHERBORNE.

By DEAN NATHANIEL STITCH.

(Author of" Our feathered friends and me"; "God and the birds," etc.)
The happy throb of our daily life now tells us that Spring, alma mater of our little feathered

friends and flowers, is nigh. The Spring, whose dainty feet tripping softly inspired our great
national poet, Bunthome Crumgrub, to write :-

" The birds sing blithely from the trees,
And busy are the bumble-bees."

This sublime strain of the Muse must sing in the hearts of all who peruse his precious works,
charming them with its delicate rhythms and cadences. But to continue, it is now we can watch
with keen and youthful eyes the redbreast and his brethren the redstart and rednose, plying their
little feet, gambolling in their labours, toiling to build their downy nests.

The cheeky sparrow, harbinger of happy days, seeks "thorough bush, thorough brier" to
find his mate, and sits beneath the verdant oak-trees looking with wistful gaze at his cosy nook to
be. Mrs. Thrush, with her delicate hues of brown and white, her inspired song, her dainty flight,
reminding us of the celestial course of some sweet cherubim, and her-but time and the EditoI
prevent us from continuing our little discourse. DEAN STITCH.

REDE TO A RABBIT.

ROBERT DALZELL.

With fleeting footsteps rabbit run
Deny the wicked farmer fun,
Nor joy nor solace may he know
And homeward without dinner go.

Through copse and spinney, marsh and mire
Lead ever on: nor think to tire,
Until the wanton wretch repent,
Through hunger, of his foul intent.

And when back home, a weary man
He sees the empty pattypan,
He'll learn, 'tis hoped, and quickly, too,
To see the other's point of view.

It is a low and wicked habit
To shoot a harmless bunny rabbit.

With fleeting footsteps rabbit run
That thou mayest flee the farmer's gun,
For if he catch thee thou shalt die
And find thy tomb in a pastry pie.

No Taj Mahal or lofty shrine-
No mausoleum shall e'er be thine
No unction from the Vatican,
Just gravy in a panypan.

No holy priest nor pious pope
Or prelate in a gorgeous cope
Would say a prayer to save thy soul:
So haste thee, haste thee to thy hole.

MUSIC.

Then I entered in at the temple And the sound was like water falling from a
And my soul was filled with music height
And I saw a panoply A sound beyond compare
An ocean before me Like the noise of a summer evening
Then I saw that it contained every melody And the thrill of falling snow
Every harmony imaginable And I was wrapt in the transcending syIDphon)'
And I understood with my heart A fire burned within my soul
And I perceived that the masters of music were And there was no noise

but seers Only sound
And I saw that they discovered in the tangle of Sound more soulful than the rhapsody of the

sound heart
The clear flow of melody And all the glory blazed
All is written but little is seen Until I feared that I would be consumed
Within the tangled skein of discord and And then I felt peace

harmony And knew that I had felt perfection.
ONEIROS.
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SONG FOR A PROPHET.

THE SH1R13ukN1AltJ

i am a fragment of muddy soil
the thin-lipped servant of my god
whose talent is buried an age deep
i am the child of a nun

-the last stroke of the bell
swimming up under the worm sky
marks the place-

i am the bearer of the dead who smile
among the layers of stone
and laugh to see their own funerals
and the black hats of the mourners
above their eager eyes

i am a citizen of the last city
where the bones are still white
and stick out terribly under the dry skin

it is not here that i can afford to live
here in the green country the clear night
horrible in sickness
breathing the grey silence
the faint air of the tomb

i am the park-keeper and the park
waiting for night under a flat rock
-here we may see the pale insect

red with the blood of a thousand corpses
sucked under the eyes of mice
drunk with the smell of death-

i am a Cluzen of the last city
the last man in the last age
the companion of beetles
the confessor of apes
the sole failure of death.

j.p. j-s.

THREE POEMS.

I.

The world should lie as hard on man
As snow upon a tree,
Since he may bend beneath the weight
To slip it, and rise free.
But still the Fates fall heavy
On the things of most renown,
And man and tree both perish
Yet the snow comes always down.

11.
To halls remote from dancing

. There came the lilt of feet
And all the world came prancing
To where they had to meet.
To walls austere and barren
There clung a moment's mirth
Until the cavalcade returned
And slipped to silent earth.
And then crept back the silence
To lie upon the air,
And wind and rain and weather
Swept the stonework bare.

Ill.

The winds blowout of fairy hand
The ships come from Cathay,
And all the world is calling
But no man goes away.
There are charms beyond the sunset,
There is life beyond the wall,
Still, men put up with winter
As it follows every Fall ;
And a man who dreams of Troy Town
Turns back from the shimmering seas,
For a mediocre safety
Feigns more delights than these.

JOHN ALEXANDER.
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INSANITY;

I moved with men; strange ape-like creafuresthey, .
That laughed, when I laughed not, and Cried
Their foolish eyes out, till they1auglllng, died; .
That slept by night and ate and drank by day;
That walked and worked in crowds the usual way.
I left them there to sweat and grime and toil,
To dig and turn the ever~turningsoil,
And sliced the bonds that held my soul at bay.
I soared the skies and skimmed the rolling sea;
They squirmed beneath me, hopeless brutish herds,
And I despised them, hated them; and when
I saw that Fate had greater things for me,
I trod them down, repeating oft the words,
" Thank God, thank God, I'm not as other men· 1"

517
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RUGBY.
1ST XV RETROSPECT, 1940.

For the second year in succession the School XV was unbeaten, and their record was almost
more imposing than that of last year. It was bad luck for them that this was a war year, for much
of the well-deserved gilt was taken off the ginger-bread, and they would almost certainly have
been an unbeaten side even in peace-time. However that may be, the writers would like to pay
a tribute to their cheerfulness, keenness, and above all, to their simplicity; for their modesty was
in large measure due to their success.

From the beginning of the season it was obvious that the outsides would be good. The problem
was to find a good scrum-half and two or three forwards to fill out a good nucleus in the pack.
The first half of the problem was adequately solved in the person of Graham who, if always slow
and too much in love with the return pass, was otherwise untiring and courageous. The second
half of the problem as usual, solved itself by trial and error, and the pack eventually settled down
into a workmanlike machine with some individual brilliance.

The chief merits ,of the side lay in their backing-up, especially the forwards (to which a
generous but worthy tribute was paid by the " Cliftonian " of December), the thrust and pace of
the outsides and the even balance of the side as a whole.

The forwards were very lively in most matches, and their loose heeling was good. They could
never, however, be called good packers and the tight scrums lacked solidarity and therefore power.
BellIed the pack excellently, and he and Bethell were outstanding-it was largely they (Bell scored
five tries in one match through being in the correct position), supported by Bowker, who showed
the rest of the pack how to back up. The footwork and finishing was never up to the standard of
'the rest of their play, the former lacking power and the latter lacking determination. They were,
however, a very competent eight who took a lot of beating.

Elvery artd Williams were the mainstays of the outsides-Elvery's hands were as good as
ever, and greater strength and confidence made him a dangerous individualist as well as an excellent
link with his centres. Williams never played a bad game, was a tower of strength in defence, and
the brains of the attack. Finally, Deshon was not only consistently sound and safe at full-back,
but captained the side quite admirably and the success of the team was due, in a far greater measure
than it is probably realised, to his example and personality-a fine captain of a very good XV.

P.E.H.P-J.
R.M.M.B.

SCHOOL COLOURS.
December 11th. Swan Colts badge.

SCHOOL 'V. BLUNDELLS.

Played on the Lower on November 23rd, and won by five tries (15 points) to nil.
Blundells kicked off into a strongish wind and for some minutes pinned the School on their

own twenty-five. However, by skilful use of the wind the School worked their way into the
Blundells' half. The game swung from one end of the field to the other and it was some time
before either side looked like scoring. Blundells were getting the ball in both loose and tight
scrums, but their three-quarters, though given great opportunities, were never able to get going,
partly owing to splendid tackling by Williams and Deshon, and partly because they were too keen
on the inside pass and never really gave their wings a free run.
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Mer about fifteen minutes' rather scrappy play, the School scored from a quick heel, followed
by a good three-quarter movement. Shortly afterwards the School scored again due to some
lively forward play, and when the whistle blew for half-time, the score stood at 6-0. The game
had been very even so far, but the School forwards werenot showing their true form, and the
Blundells' outsides were no match for Williams and Lilley. Mter half-time the School played
better, the forwards took advantage of a tired Blundells' pack and heeled the ball consistently.
Deshon made one good try by coming up into the three-quarter line and kicking through past the
full back for Leslie to touch down. This was followed by two more tries, both of which were the
result of good com.bination between forwards and outsides.

Despite a handsome victory by five tries, however, the School were not at their best. In the
first half the forwards showed little life, and when they did heel the ball, the outsides dropped it.
Blundells played well, especially their forwards, and the whole side was very much bener than
when the School played them at Blundells earlier on in the season.

The sides were ;-

Blundells.-e. L. Brown; E. T. Robins, R. D. M. Denny, H. W. Thuillier, J. A. Davis;
J. E. S. Russell, D. G. O. Davis; R. L. F. Mitchell, A. P. G. Bluen, L. G. W. Baker, D. N. C.
Steedman, R. S. Mathews, R. R. T. Kitlow, A. L. S. Hallen, A. W. W. Atkinson.

Sherborne.-D. P. T. Deshon; P. Leslie, R. J. Lilley, P. M. de C. Williams, P. R. Davis;
S. S. Elvery, G. S. Graham; R. A. Bethell, K. G. W. Wilson, A. B. D. Scon, P. J. Casswell,
G. Chandler, Q. Bowker, B. S. Wakely, E. H. Walsworth-Bell.

SCHOOL tI. MARLBOROUGH.

Played on the Lower on November 16th, and won by five goals and two tries (31 points) to nil.

There had been much rain in the morning, but a bright sun had dried the ground, which was
in perfect condition when the game started. The School began well and from a scrum on their
opponents' twenty-five, Graham broke away to send Elvery over for a try beneath the posts.
Marlborough were holding their own in the tight, but in the loose the School were far superior,
their real strength lying in magnificent backing-up by the forwards. The game swung up and
down the field, but while the School three-quarters always looked very dangerous, the Marlborough
outsides lacked thrust and their efforts were made ineffective by their wings never being supported.

The School scored two more tries before half-time, the first through some good forward
play and the second through Elvery, who characteristically threaded his way through a mass of
defenders.

Leading by eighteen points to nil at half-time, the School were in a winning position, and it
was not long before they increased this lead. First Elvery made a very brilliant breakaway, then
a good three-quarter movement led to another try.

Then came a most exciting period and the Marlborough pack stormed the School's line, but
by some superb tackling amongst the forwards and by Williams and Davis,what seemed a certain
try was averted. The School then pressed hard and just before time scored one more try, bringing
the score up to thirty-one points to nil. '

The School won easily and owed their victory to most remarkable backing-up. Never in
the whole course of the game was a wing allowed to run with the ball without there being at least
half the pack backing-up.

Of the outsides, Elvery was the best in attack, while Williams, Davis and Deshon often made
fine tackles. Deshon kicked well to convert five of his side's seven tries.
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The sides were :-

Marlborough.,G. E. S. Woodhouse; R. A. Fletcher, R. C. Thompson, H. L. Wallace,
J. H. Lock; W. H. Davies, D. Mann; W. C. T.MacFetridge, A. M. A. Denny,J. D. Anderson,
A. C. Parry, C. C. Gough, J. W. Sewell, H. G. Sherwood, T. E. Trought.

Sherborne.-D. P. T. Deshon; P. Leslie, R. J. Lilley, P. M. de C. Williams, P. R. Davis;
S. S. Elvery, G. S..Graham; R. A. :Sethell, K. G. W. Wilson, A. B. D. Scott, P. J. Casswell,
G. Chandler, Q. Bowker, M. Sutcliffe, E. H. Walsworth-Bell.

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON.

Played on the Lower on November 30th, and won by three goals and seven tries (36 points)
to nil.

The School attacked hard from the start and within five minutes Elvery cut through to send
Williams in for a try, which Deshon converted. A good run by Davis on the left wing, shortly
afterwards, led to another try and almost immediately the School forwards, who were very lively,
took advantage of a dropped pllSS and scored again, this time Bowker securing the touch-down.
'Despite these early set-backs, Clifton rallied and getting possession of the ball in the scrummages
attacked vigorousiy, but they were unable to pierce a sound defence, of which Williams in the
centre, was a tower of strength. The School scored twice more before half-time-first through
Bethell who, following up an unsuccessful penalty kick, touched down, and then through Leslie,
the right wing, who ran well to score by the corner flag.

Leading by twenty-one points to m"l at half-time, the School were on top of their form, and
except for one period when the Clifton forwards surged round the Sherborne line remained on
the attack for most of the time. Five more tries were added, one by Davis and four by Leslie,
both of whom were in sterling form on the wings.

It was a great victory for the School, and can best be summed up by an extract from the
" Cliftonian " :-

"The Sherborne movements were characterized by unbelievable backing-up on the part of
their forwards, ably led by Bell, and the quick and accurate passing between the forwards and
threes. The whole side were playing fast, open rugger of a very virile nature. But while they had
the thrust and scoring power from the fly-half right along the line, it was the rapid heeling from
the loose scrums that enabled the Sherborne outsides to give of their best and harass our dis
oriamsed defence."

And then again: "We were beaten by a superb team, who played to a standard such as is
very rarely seen to-day. It is to our credit that we extended to them their best game of the season."

The sides were :-

Clifton.-N. Gibbs; A. N. Perrin, J. H. Rudman, G. H. Addentrode, W. J. M. Cooper;
T, J. O. Hickey, W. D. Garbutt; D. C. Jenkins, W. J. A. Richards, M. R. H. Crawford,
D. V. Storrs, N. D. S. Grant-Dalton, B. F. Webster, C. P. Lewis-Smith, F. C. N. Gwatkin.

Sherborne.-D. P. T. Deshon; P. Leslie, R. J. Lilley, P. M. de C. Williams, P. R. Davis;
S. S. Elvery,G. S: GJ:aham; R. A. Bethell, K. G. W. Wilson, P. J. Casswell, A. B. D. Scott,
G. Ch:indler, Q. Bowker, M. Sutcliffe, E. H. Walsworth-Bell.

SCHOOL v. AN ARMY XV.
~layed on the Lower on December: 7th, and won by a goal and atry to a dropped goal and a

try (8 points to 7 points).

The Army were fielliing a strong team, which included an Irish International wing and several
Irish Trial caps. Despite the wailing, of the. siren just before the kick-off, both sides attacked
strongly from the start. The Army pressed hard and looked like scoring from It scrum on the
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twenty-five line, but they were unable to penetrate a sound defence. The School forwards took
the ball up the field at their feet and play was kept in the Army twenty-five for some timei Once
Leslie might have scored and Deshon missed a penalty, but apart from these two incidents, the
tackling on both sides left little to be desired.

The game swung up and down the field, both packs getting an equal share of the ball in the
tight, though the School forwards were quicker in the loose. Outside the scrum the School three
quarters clung like limpets on to their heavy opponents and once or twice Elveryand Lilley
managed to pierce their defence. It was not until about ten minutes before half-time that either
side scored. As a result of some good combined work of forwards and outsides, Bell took a pass
to score for the School. Deshon failed with the kick. At half-time the score still stood at 3-0,
but while play was very even, perhaps the School were getting possession of the ball slightly more
':han their opponents.

Mter half-time the Army pressed hard and it looked as though the School. defence· must
yield, but magnificent tackling, especially by Davis on the left wing, held them out, and it was the
School who scored next,' From a loose scrum Elvery ran round his opponent to give' Willianis
a clear run in for a try which he converted. The Army were soon on the attack again and despairing
of piercing our defence, one of their centres dropped a goal.· The game continued at a furious
pace, neither side giving any quarter, until from a loose maul on the School line, an Army forward
worked his way over to score far out by the corner flag. Fortunately for the School the kick failed
and with the score at 8-7 both sides had shot their bolt.

The Army was not in as good training as the School, but their weight told in· the tight
scrummages. Elvery, Lilley, and Davis were the pick of the School outsides, while BellIed a good
pack admirably.

Thc< School side was :-
D. P. T. Deshon; P. Leslie, R. J. Lilley, P. M. de C. Williams, P. R. Davis; S. S. Elvery,

G. S. Graham; P. J. Casswell, K. G. W. Wilson, R. A. Bethell, A. B. D. Scott, G. Chandler,
M. Kidner, Q. Bowker, E. H. Walsworth-Bell.

2ND XV v. CLIFrON 2ND XV.
The 2nd XV played Clifton away on Saturday, November 23rd, winning by fourteen points

to three points. Sherborne kicked off, but Clifton pressed; Williams relieved and a good three
quarter movement carried the game into the home side's half. A penalty failed; but Hawkins cut
through to score. Clifton's putsides rushed the game into the School's twenty~five, but covering
forwards prevented equalisation. The forwards, playing well, forced the game back and from a
loose scrum, Heale scored. Leading by six points at half-time, the School were held in the second
half until Hemsley broke through and continual pressure brought a try through Morgan, which
Williams converted. The School forwards played poorly and Clifton pressed, their outsides at
times looking dangerous until they finally scored. A good run by Morgan revived the forwards,
who pressed again, giving Morgan another chance to score.

2ND XV V. DOWNSIDE 2ND XV.
Played on Thursday, November 28th, at Downside, and won by thirty-fo\ll" points to nil.

.--.' . I - -, ...

A try was scored in the first minute by Hawkins from a quick heel. The rest of the first half
was complet~ly dominated by the Sherborne outsides, especially the wings, who scored in all five
times, Morgan scoring three times and Heale'twice. Only 'one of these tries was converted. The
play between the forwards was much more even, Downside having the better of it in the set scrums,
and once nearlY,~coringfrom a forwar4 rush. "

The first try in the second half was scored by the full-back, Williams. Then followed a long
period of Vf:ry scrappy play, but towards the end of the game Hawkins scored, and Pearn touched
down frcw a forward rush. Shaw scored a try in the last minute. '
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JUNIORS' FINAL.
Played on No. 10 on December 9th, between School House" B " and Thompson's, and won

by the latter by a goal and a try (eight points) to a goal (five points).
The ground was wet and slippery when Thompson's kicked off into a strongish wind. From

the start it was evident that the House forwards were superior to those of their opponents; while
Thompson's outsides once given the chance to score, would take a lot of stopping.

The House started well and were soon pressing hard, but though their forwards continually
heeled the ball the outsides failed to make use of it. From a touch by the corner flag, the House
very nearly scored through Jones (A. M.), the wet ball slipping from his hands at the last moment.

The first try, however, came from Thompson's. Tucker intercepted a lobbed pass, from
Prossor, to give the ball to Harris, who ran the whole length of the field to score beneath the posts.
The House were soon on the attack again and despite good hard forward play the score at half-time
still stood at 5-0.

Mter half-time play became very fierce and both sides were playing energetic football.
Thompson's were using the wind well and Moger in particular was making much ground at times.
However, the House continued to keep up a steady pressure, but though Hewitt twice dribbled
over the opposing goal-line they seemed unable to score.

The next try came from Thompson's. From a scrum on the half-way line Moger slung the
ball out to Taylor on the right wing, who ran well to beat his wing and the full-back, and score
near the corner. -It was now that the House played really well; their forwards were making rushes
up the field and were especially good in the line-out with Rowllings and Holliss shining in
particular. They took the ball on to the opposing line and from a quick heel Prossor scored by
the corner flag. Despite a very heavy ball, Rowllings landed a perfect goal. The House kept up
their pressure and now with very little time to go, were fighting really hard, Swan being brilliant
at times. But Thompson's defence held magnificently and when the whistle blew for time they
were victorious.

It was a good hard-fought game deservedly won by Thompson's, who were quick to seize
their opportunities. For the winners, Moger played a sterling game at scrum half, while Taylor
and Harris looked very dangerous at times. For the losers, Hewitt and Swan were outstanding
among the forwards, while Jones was very plucky at scrum-half. Neither side showed great
tackling ability.

The sides were :-
Thompson's.-Newman; Taylor, Harris, Tucker, Raymond; Bradford, Moger; Myers,

Bygott, Leeson, Whiteway, Ball, Kemble, Wickham, Wade.
School House" B."-Walton; Lewis, Prossor, Brayne, Holmes; Badcock, Jones, A. H. V.;

Canning, Jones, A. M., Holliss, Swan, Rowllings, Hewitt, Stokes, Custance.

THIRDS.

Parry-Jones' beat Barlow's
Thompson's beat Randolph's
Parry-Jones' beat Hey's
Thompson's beat Ross'
Randolph's beat Barlow's
Thompson's beat parry-Jones'
Parry-Jones' beat Randolph's

SENIORS.

Ross' beat Thompson's
parry-Jones' beat Hey's
parry-Jones' beat Ross'
Barlow's beat Randolph's
Barlow's beat Parry-Jones'
Randolph's beat Ross'
Randolph's beat Hey's
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Played on the Lower on February 18th, and won by the House by three goals, five tries to a
try (30 points to 3 points).

A dark sky had threatened rain all the morning, but by lunch-time the clouds had cleared
away, and when play started, the ground, though soft, was dry on the surface. The House kicked
off into a strongish wind and heeled the ball from the first scrum, but a knock-on by Leslie in the
centre checked the movement. The House remained on the attack and all but scored when Farrer
actually crossed the line only to be called back for a forward pass.

However, it was not long before the House did score. Bell characteristically backing up a
three-quarter movement, handed off two people and went over in the corner. The School were
kept on the defensive, but pressure was eased at times by goodish kicking on the part of Bethell
and Hawkins, and despite sound tackling by Macgillycuddy and Bartlert at full-back, the House
scored again through Farter, who receiving the ball from Williams raced over the line for a try.
Then the School had a stroke of luck. Hawkins kicked off well down the field, where Deshon
fielded the baIl but his kick was charged down by Sargent who went on to score.

The House resumed the attack, and though the School forwards were getting the ball more
regularly, the House outsides were too strong for their opponents. Time and again Hawkins and
Macgillycuddy got the baIl only to be smothered by Williams and Bowker, nor did their wings
have much more success, though Gaskell ran well at times. The School took to kicking ahead but
Deshon, taking advantage of a superior attack opened up and set his three-quarters moving to
good effect. The next try came through Lilley, who cut neatly through a horde of defenders to
score beneath the posts. Despite a substantial lead the House was by no means having most of
the game, neither side was sparing itself. Both Leakey and Wingate were good, especiaIly plucky
in faIling on the baIl at the feet of two blood-thirsty packs. Bethell was everywhere, playing the
game of his life, and Bell was superb at times. More tha."1 once Williams broke L'rrough, character
istically weaving his way through both forwards and outsides alike. Just before half-time the
House scored again-a perfect try. The baIl went right down the line to Morgan, who showing
his amazing pace ran round his wing and the full-back to touch down near the corner-flag. At
half-time the score stood at fourteen points to three points, with the House well on top, but the
School as fierce as ever. .

The House returned to the attack after half-time, and the second half was almost a repetition
of the first, except that the School did not score again. Once Pickering might have kicked a penalty
goal and once Arkell might have scored after a kick across from Macgillycuddy. Leslie scored
twice for the House, Bell once and Lilley, kicking ahead, neatly caught the baIl to add the fourth
try. Deshon kicked two goals bringing the final score to thirty points to three points.

It was a game of a very high standard. The House deserved to win though not perhaps by
so large a margin. For the losers Bethell played a grand game, while for the House Williams was
outstanding in a first-class three-quarter line.

The sides were :_

The House.-D. P. T. Deshon; D. R. Morgan, P. Leslie, P. M. de C. Williams, Farter;
R. J. Lilley, 1. R. Leakey; E. H. Walsworth-Bell, Q. Bowker, M. Sutcliffe, Hewitt, Holliss,
Canning, Whitfield, A. M. Jones.

The School.-BartIett; P. R. Davis, M. R. N. Macgillycuddy, D. S. Hawkins, Gaskell;
Cassavetti, J. B. Wingate; R. A. Bethell, G. Chandler, J. N. Arkell, P. L. Pickering, GreviUe,
Sargent, Danby, Handfield-Jones.
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1'HIRD's FINAL.
Played on Carey's on February 20th, and WOIl by the House by three tries and a penalty goal

(12 points) to nil.
The game was played in perfect weather with the ground in an equally perfect e<mdition.

There was a strongish wind blowing and the School (Thompson's and Parry-Jones') winning the
toss, had the advantage of it in the first half... For about a q~arter of an hour there was nothing to
choose between the two teams, both ofwhich were playing good, hard football. Thl'> House forwards
were getting the ball more often in the tight due to a heavier pack, but the tackling of Harri~, ~.

and Carey on the wing was deadly. Thompson made several good runs, but the SGhaol defence
held firm. Then from a loose scrum on the School's line the ball.went out to Bate who scored in
the corner. This was followed by a terrific battle. The School forwards, with Cherry and Willcox
in particular, were splendid in the loose as were Swan and King for th~ House, the former almost
scoring once after running the whole length of the field. The School seemed to lack thrust in the
centre and never once did the outsides get into their stride. At half-time the score stood at three
points to nil.

Two features stood out in the second half, the tackling of Whitley and the straight, fast
running of Jacob at fly-half. The House scored twice more, once through Rowllings and again
through Swan. Rowllings also kicked a penalty goal.

The House were a good side and played well as 3,. t~am'~ Both sides had many promising
players, the best of these being Whitley, Jacob and Swan for the winners, and for the School,
Willcox, Carey and Whitehead, at full-back.

The sides were:-
The House.-Currie; Thompson, Lindrea, Whitley, Bate; Jacob, Glasse; Rowllings, Swan,

King, Hockin, Benoy, Pope.
The School. Whitehead; Bruce, Claudet, Harris, P. J. N.; Carey; Harris, R. W. S.,

Ball, R. H.; Willcox, Cherry, Mainprice, Fovargue, Cuthbert, White.

2ND XV RETROSPECT.

The 2nd XV had It very successful season, winning seven matches and losing only to a big
and t>r no means unskilful R.A.S.C. side on ~ very wet afte~oon. Without being in any way a
brilliant side, it was a fairly sound and workJ11anlike one. :

The forwards, well led by Carey, improved throughout the term, especially in their loose
heeling, and usually obtained a fair share of the ball, even when they were outweighed, lis was
frequently the case; The worst fault was failure to finish off a rush by collaring any opponent
who picked the ball up; too often they allowed a clearance kick to be made.

At scrum-half Shaw steadily improved his service from the base of the scrum, was a sound
defender and lively in anack. Irvine was a sound stand-off half, but not fast enough or powerful
enough to be really dangerous. Of those who played in.the.centre, Macgillyeuddy: was the
soundest though hardly fast enough. Hawkinu:md Hemsley did some good wprkin attack, but
often spoilt it by a weak pass at the end; the defence. of nei~er }Vas above suspicion. l:Ieale,
who captained the side with enthusiasm, and Morgan were really danger<,)us ~,a~ta<;k and
scored some excellent tries; both defended soundly. Williams was a good full-back as long as
he did not try to do too much on his own. S.H.

3RD XV RETROSPECT.

The Third XV had a very successful seas~n mid wo~· all their matches. .. This f~ct w~s due
mainly to g~d team work and backing-up. Th~ io~~ds' ~e~e liyeiy !1nd agg~e~sive and us~d
their brains as well as their strength; among them Hewitt and Robilrts wete the most consistent.
Leakey, at scrum-half, was very good in defence, but inclined to be slow. The backs made good
use of their opportunities and Moffat-Wilson and Rogers, who captained the side well, were
prominent. )Vingate was a very adequate full-back. N.W.H.G.
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COLTS RETROSPECT.

The Colts' side was not a good one this year. Handicapped by injuries early on they failed
to settle down into a team and only on one occasion-against Bryanston-did they play any good
football.

The strength of the side was forward. Here Lucas was outstanding, and Rowllings and Hewitt
both played weIl when the spirit moved them. Greville was a worthy worker, but rather dull,
and the remainder filled up the gaps adequately, Sargent being about the best. The halves were
fair. Peam proved a stout defender and a good scrapper, but was apt to prefer fighting to passing;
Robinson was neat and set his three-quarters going well, but lacks both enterprise and resolution.
He has the makings of a very good player.

Of the three-quarters, Cassavetti was fair, but he, too, lacked resolution and was apt to get
lost when he made an opening. Lutley would have been very useful but for his accident; Jacob
did not show quite the form that was hoped for, after recovering from his injury. The wings were
both good runners, but the one was clumsy and slow-thinking and the other was too apt to scent
danger from afar and to prefer caution to courage. At fuIl-back, Oliphant showed courage and
resolution that was sadly lacking in other parts of the side; if he can improve his fielding and
kicking he should become a good player.

The two matches against Downside were narrowly won, though a commanding lead in the
first of them was nearly frittered away; that against Bryanston was too one-sided to be interesting;
the AIl Hallows match was the best of the season and ended in a bare defeat bya much heavier side:

J.H.R. ...

FIVES.
The match versus London University was won very easily and we only lost one match::""in the

singles.
The match against the Masters was a very close affair, and the School was beaten by eighteen

points (195-213).
Fives this term has been considerably curtailed owing to damage to the courts, and the only

matches possible are house pairs and, of course, the school six. R.A.B.

SCHOOL 'D. LONDON UNIVERSITY.

L
SINGLES.

Hawkiris v. Jarman
(5-15, 14-6)

Ricketts v. Monks
(15-0, 15-8)

Holman v. Spencer
(15-2, 15-3)

Bethell v. Fisher
(15-0, 15-1)

A. Fisher J. S. Monks
C. I. Jarman. C. J. E. Spencer Result.

'cketts W W
olman (15-5, 15-3) (15-2, 15-1) 2

awkins W W
etheIl I (15-9, 15-6) (15-7, 15-2) 2

Ri
H

H
B

M. R. Ricketts
P. R. Davis
P. M; de C. Williains;

HOCKEY.

XI COLOURS.1ST

R. L. J. Barbour
R. J. Lilley
J. T. JermanMarch 17th

March 13th
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SCHOOL v. BRUTON.

Played at Bruton on Tuesday, March 4th, and won by four goals to nil.

Bruton started strongly and it was some minutes before the School settled down. Then from
a long pass from Barbour, Lilley passed both the opposing backs only to be awarded a penalty
corner when in the circle. From this he shot a beautiful goal. Play then became very even-Bruton
trying hard for the equalising goal and the School endeavouring to press home their lead. The
School were playing more accomplished hockey but they lacked the tenacity of their opponents.
Bruton were' quicker on the ball and never gave in. Time and again the ball was taken from them
but invariably they got it back. However, their passing was very erratic and they were inclined
to overhit the ball.

Half-time came with the score still at one goal to nil to the School. The second half started
with Bruton pressing hard-but the School defence he1d-Jerman being a tower of strength in
goal, and both Barbour and Farrer doing useful work at times. The School took up the attack
again and from a tussle round the goal, Lilley scored again-his shot being deflected into the goal
by a defending back. Both 'sides then had their periods of being pressed-Deshon sent Lilley
through with several good passes, but the Broton goal-keeper was very sound. Just before time
the School scored two goals in quick succession. The first came after the goal-keeper had run
out to stop a shot from Hawkins, which he missed, and the ball trickled in front of an empty goal
for Lilley, who was following up, to push it in. The second, also shot by Lilley, was the result of
some good inside forward combination, in which Ricketts was outstanding.

It was a good game which, fortunately, was not spoilt by the rain, which came down in earnest
at the end. Bruton were a very young side, and it was to their credit that the School only managed
to score four goals.

The team was :-

Jerman; R. L. J. Barbour, Farrer; Chandler, D. P. T. Deshon, Davis; Russell, Ricketts,
M. R., Lilley, R. J., Cassavetti, Hawkins.

SHERBORNE V. DOVER COLLEGE.

Won 4-2.

The School won the toss and decided to play down the slope. Young's was newly mown so
the ball rolled very quickly making miss hits and stray passes a common occurrence. The School
attacked strongly straight away until a pass intercepted by the right back resulted in a goal scored
by the inside left. Undismayed Dover attacked in turn with vigour and our goal had some very
narrow escapes, but after a good clearance the School took the ball to the other end, where the
centre forward scored after a melee in the goal mouth. The rest of the half brought no further
score, though both goals were threatened, the Dover goalkeeper bringing off some very good
" saves."

The second half brought two more goals for the School, scored by the inside right and outside
left. Here, however, the luck changed and Dover scored two quick goals, a potential third one
being very well saved by Jerman. The School lost heart here and Dover remained on the attack,
making several determined efforts to score which, however, proved ineffective.

Dover was quicker on to the ball than was the School, who were inclined to dribble the ball
too much both in attack and defence. The School, however, seized its chances and used them
better than Dover did, and the defence, though at times erratic, were more effective due to better
positioning.

Team. Jerman; Barbour, Farrer; Chandler, Sproule, Davis; Williams, P. M. de C.,
Ricketts, Lilley, Cassavetti, Hawkins.
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SHERBORNE v. " ERRATICS."

Mr. Thompson raised this match in the place of the one v. Downside. It included several
Dorset County players, and their centre-half was an Oxford Blue. They had, however, the mis
fortune of not having played together before, so although the majority were good players, their
team-work was not very smooth. The School attacked much more than the " Erratics " during
the whole game, though when the latter did make an attack it was usually a dangerous one.

During the first half Sherborne scored three goals, two of which might have been saved if
the backs had not got in the goal-keeper's way; they were, however, the products of excellent
passing movements. The second half also brought three goals to the School. The" Erratics "
began to attack a little more and scored two goals in fairly quick succession, one of which was from
an attack on their left wing.

The School played much better in this match, the attack was quicker and the defence more
sure, even taking into account that the" Erratics " were a scratch team.

The Team. J. T. Jerman; R. L. J. Barbour, Farrer; Chandler, Sproule, P. R. Davis;
P. M. de C. Williams, M. R. Ricketts, R. J. Lilley, Cassavetti, Irvine.

BOXING FINALS.
The finals of the Boxing Competition were held on Thursday, December 5th. The tendency

was for plucky, rather than skilful, fighting, most of the matches being very level. School Colours
did not compete. The Headmaster gave away the medals and said that he was glad to see all the
Houses but one represented, and hoped that many more boys would take up this fine sport.

I would like to thank Mr. Parry-Jones and Mr. Randolph for the time that they have given
to judge both the preliminary rounds and finals of the Competition.

CLARKE (b) beat AITKEN (a). Aitken boxed well. Clarke, however, showed a distressing
tendency to swing, losing many points thereby; he must develop a straight left if he wishes to win
matches.

RENTON (b) beat NICHOLETTS (b). Renton went straight in to the attack, but many of his
blows failed to score; Nicholetts boxed b::lck well, but was just beaten on points, the result being
in doubt right up to the end.

WALKER (a) beat SAMUEL (b). Walker was rather too strong for his opponent, and after a
slow start soon piled up points with a useful right hook. Samuel fought back well, but the fight
was stopped in the second round.

HOCKIN (a) beat lIAIuus, R. W. S. (b). Hockin, a formidable opponent, boxed well and
confidently, and Hams did well to stand up to him; in spite of Harris' good guard Hockin won
comfortably on points.

GROGAN (c) beat CUTHBERT, F. (b). Cuthbert boxes with a confident style, but must avoid
crossing his legs; he did well in the first round but Grogan, who is older but gave away a good
deal of weight, boxed back well and just won on points by carrying the fight to his opponent with
superior in-fighting.

COOPER (f) beat MOFFAT-WILSON (g). This was the best fight of the afternoon. Both started
off boxing hard, Cooper with a useful left hook and Moffat-Wilson with both hands. In the second
round Moffat-Wilson started over hitting wildly and Cooper began to score, flooring his opponent
twice, and winning a very close fight on points.

lIAIuus, P. (h) beat SPROULE (g). Harris boxes well with a good repeated left, but unless he
gets over his reluctance to attack it may lose him many a match. Sproule was out-reached and
out-boxed, but tried very hard.

OUPHANT (b) beat FORSELL (f). Forsell, though older, gave away a good deal of weight, and
though he fought well the fight had to be stopped in the second round. P. J. C.
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BOXING COMPETITION, 1940.

Manning bye
}AitkenMcMullen JAitken

}cw~Aitken
Grattan JClifton

}ClarkeClifton
Clarke bye

Renton bye
}Renton .Arnold JArnold

}R=OO
Aylwin
Lansberg JLansberg

} NicholettsCalvert
Bell, R.. C. JNicholetts
Nicholetts

Block bye
} WalkerRaymond ) Walker

}WalkerWalker
Trevor bye ) Samuel
Samuel bye

Olipbant bye
}OliPbantMason JBailey

}OliPhantBailey
Giles bye JForsell.
Forsell bye

~g JKing (w.o.)

}HMmBilling
Tyrrell-L~s JHarris }-Hams, S.
HOe1dn JHockin }HockinSmelt
Lovell bye

Grogan bye
}GrOganProssor JProssor

} GroganCuthb~P.·

Cuthbert, F.: bye JCuthbert .
Nayton bye

BowdIer. JCooper
} CooperCooper

Collier ) M. Wilson
Mofl'at,Wilson

Harris, P. bye
}HarriSHarcourt ) Harcourt (w.o.) }HarriS,P.Rldoui:

Sproule 'bye JSproule
Swan bye
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" Business as usual" has been our motto.

Last term we fired the SeD.ior Competition as usual, except that, owing to the lack of targets,
we .substituted tWo large 'applications for onelatge and one small. " ,

There was no' eXtra shooting in the winter term, but despite this, the standard was higher
than for several years. The highest possible score was 130, 'and the Sehool average was about 98.

Barlow's",on, and Hey's were a very close second, with School House" B " third and School
House " A " foUrth. Leadirig scores were:'"

Group 1st App. 2nd App. Rapid Snap Total
(25) (20) (20) , (40) (25) (130)

J. L. A. Evatt (a) 25 20 20 39 25 129
Bethell (d) 25 20 20 36 25 126
Grogan (c) 25 19 17 38 25 124
Lewis (a) 25 20 20 33 25 123

Mter this the House Pairs' Competition was fired and won by Randolph's.

Group Rapid Snap HoP.S.
(25) (50) (25) (100)

1. Randolph's [BlOOd 25 49 25 99 J 181
Stedham 25 37 15 82

2. S.H." A " (J. L. A. Evatt 25 46 20 91 J 172
Walsworth-Bell 15 46 20 81

3. Barlow's (Bethell 20 38 20 78 ] 171, Handfi~id Jones 25 43 25 93
4. Hey's [A. M ..F.S~dgwick 20 48 15 83 ] 169

"

Grogan 20 46 20 86
5. Thompson's [Wickham 25 39 10 74 J163

Taylor 20 44 25 25
6. S.H." B " (Williams, P. 25 38 0 63 ] 145

Lewis 20 47 15 82
7. parry-Jones' (scott, A. 25 32 15 72 J 142

Wallace, H. 15 35 20 70
8. Ross' (Hamersley 20 44 .5 69 J 140

Baker 25 31 15 71

Blood shot very well, but Stedham's shooting was not very exceptional. Bell lost the Cup for
School House by an unliJckygroup,~poiltwith onti'shot. He Suffers from that complainno many
other shots do; namely, of being afraid to fire a rapid group. These people fire better' on'rapid
(the Writer'is one) and with a quick aim, but when given a chance, they take too long an aim and
spoil their chances.
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VIII RETROSPECT.

We are carrying on with our usual miniature range matches this term, and have dates fixed for
postal matches on February 22nd, March 1st and March 8th. We are entering a team for the
Country Life Competition as usual this season, and hope to do better than last year.

Last year we were badly let down by our score on the Landscape Target, two pairs fired on
the wrong target completely. Otherwise the shooting was quite good. Our place was 36th out
of 167.

This year, so far, the shooting has been of a quite high standard, considering that there is not
chance for practice; and the School seems to shine particularly on rapid.

I cannot over-emphasize the importance of firing rapid well. If one can fire rapid, then snap
is easy, and group also. I said before that many people fire better with a quick aim. The tendency
is to hold the aim until it begins to wobble just enough to put one out of the bull. .

The result of our first matches were :-

Group (10). Rapid (50). Snap (25). Total (85).
J. L. A. Evatt 10 49 25 84
A. M. F. Sedgwick 5 40 20 65
Blood 10 46 25 81
Bethell 5 47 15 67
Stedham 5 40 15 60
Pickering 10 43 10 63
Janson-Smith 5 46 20 71
Hawkins 10 43 20 73

J.L.A.E.

Score.
645
591
603
591
605
621

Dulwich
Blundells
Harrow
Wellington
Radley
Repton

Loretto
. Canford

Eton
Marlborough 654
Charterhouse 649
Winchester 656

So that the VIII won ~o matches, and lost all.

I think the VIII may look forward to a normal season. I am only sorry that there will be no
opportunity for a Bisley Meeting in the summer. However, we intend to have postal matches
under Country Life conditions, instead of Bisley shooting. We hope to have matches on June 7th,
21st, 28th, July 5th and 19th. And also one or two side-by-side matches.

Finally, may I express, on behalf of the whole VIII, and all people who have been doing extra
shooting, our many thanks to that One and Only, the Sergeant-Major, who, beside his extra war
duties has taken so very much trouble over getting anununition and targets, and shooting in general.
Without him there would have been no shooting. He takes the greatest trouble over it all, and gets
no thanks whatsoever.

So, thank you, Major..

The results of the first matches were very disappointing, even considering that it was our
first match. They were probably due to the very sudden change of weather and conditions. The
match was fired in poor light in very cold weather. Another factor contributing to the poor score
was the lack of practice at snap, due to lack of targets. It can be seen that we dropped fifty points
on snap alone. I hope that next time scores will be much better.

H.P.S. was 680. School total 564.

The matches were against :-
Score.

565
604
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Though the VIII started the season very badly and made the worst score in their whole
history, they picked up in a marvellous way, and, appropriately enough ended the term's shooting
with the best score in their history, in the Country Life Competition.

It was suspected after two poor scores, that the bad shooting was due to lack of enthusiasm
and team spirit. Two teams were picked from the School, and great enthusiasm was aroused.
The following Saturday we had an important series of matches, and scored 627.

The first match was on the 20th February, and was not very inspiring. The only good scores
were J. L. A. Evatt, who dropped one point on rapid, scoring 84 out of 85, and J. H. Blood, who
scored 81, dropping four on rapid. All the other scores were in the 70's and 60's. We lost all
our matches that date.

The next week we had another series of matches, and managed to beat last week's total of 564
by seven points; very disappointing. J .. H. Blood shot well, as usual, and dropped two points
on rapid, scoring 83. J. L. A. Evatt scored 81, with 46 on rapid. Then in the middle of the week
we had our practice match, and on Saturday, 7th March, we had another series of matches. This
time we scored 627, which was even better than had been hoped for. J. H. Blood dropped one
point, J. L. A. Evatt dropped two, E. C. Grogan scored 80, and R. A. Bethell scored 7~.

The closing date for the Country Life Competition was March 22nd, but we fired it ten days
early, in order to avoid staleness; and it seems we picked the right men on the right day; the
result was very inspiring. It was the best we have ever done in the Country Life Competition at
Sherbcme, in the whole history of their shooting.

Judging by 1940 standards, this year's scores would have brought us about 5th, and we hope
to do even better this year, as several of our better opponents are unable to shoot. Perhaps we
may yet see the day when the Country Life Cup will occupy the position of the Cadet Trophy in
1938.

Here are last year's scores compared with this years :-
Grand

Group. Rapid. Snap. Total. Landscape. Total.

1940 55 357 175 587 65 652

1941 75 or 70 375 180 630 150 780

The results speak for themselves. The query is due to R. A. Bethell's group, which may be
lin.or 2in., it cannot be decided. The snap was our weak point, if we had done as well on snap
as we should have, we would have reached the 800 mark. J. H. Blood did not shoot as well as
usual. He got 76, with a lino group, 46 on rapid, and 20 on snap. I think it was due to " match
nerves." J. L. A. Evatt scored a possible, and won the silver spoon for the highest score in the
competition. Pickering was a very close second, with 84. R. A. Bethell shot well as usual, as did
E. C. Grogan and H. S. Wallace. J. W. Kingstone only scored 71, with a two-inch group, 46 on
rapid, and 20 on snap.

This was a very good shoot, and afterwards J. H. Blood, R. A. Bethell, H. S. Wallace,
J. W. Kingstone and E. C. Grogan were awarded their Shooting VIII Colours. Bethell and Blood
are perhaps the keenest shots.

I would like to express my thanks to a person who does not figure in the teams at all,
J. B. Wingate, who took so much trouble in making our landscape targets. The landscape target
we were sent for the competition was exactly the same as that of 1939.

So the VIII managed to end up its shooting term with a very fine finish indeed.

They won four matches, all of which were won on March the 7th, six matches being fired.
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The scores of other Schools were :-

Loretto 565,581.

Canford 604, 594.

Marlborough ... 654, 639, 653.

Repton 621, 586.

Eton 621.

Charterhouse 649.

Winchester 656, 634.

Dulwich

Blundells

Harrow

Wellington

Radley

Taunton
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645.

591.

603,622.

591.

605.

601.

J. L. A. EVATT.

1. Barlow's

2. Randolph's

3. Parry-Jones'

4. Thompson's

JUNIOR SHOOTING RESULTS.

88.25 5. Ross'

85.80 6. Hey's

79.80 7. School House" A "

75.90 8. School House" B "

H.P.S.-HO.

Highest individual score-Lovell, 102.

74.80

73.09

73.00

69.40
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